load Ptask % Array of size #workers (rows) x #tasks (columns) containing the probability of a worker performing each task in the parent data set load Pexposure% Array of size [#workers x #exposure categories] (rows) x #tasks (columns) containing the probability of each worker being observed in each exposure category for each task in the parent data set SampleLen = [300 600 900 1500 3000 4500]; numSim = 5000; % set desired number of simulation sets ; % overall data saving structure. Will have numLen elements and 2 fields. Each field will have a 3D array with numSim 'sheets' for zz = 1:numSim %overall looping structure -i.e 5000 times for each sampling strategy TO = zeros(numWorkers, numTasks, SampleLen(end)/SampleLen(1));% intermediary array EOP = zeros(numWorkers*numExpCat, numTasks,SampleLen(end)/SampleLen(1));% intermediary array for aa = 1:(SampleLen(end) / SampleLen(1));
for ii = 1:SampleLen(1) % generate random data w = randsample(worker', 1); t = randsample(task, 1, true, Ptask(w, :)); e = randsample(exposure, 1, true, Pexposure( ((w-1)*numExpCat+1) : ((w-1)*numExpCat+numExpCat), t)); % add data count to tally TO(w,t,aa) = TO(w,t,aa) + 1; EOP((w-1)*numExpCat+e, t, aa) = EOP((w-1)*numExpCat+e, t, aa) + 1; end end for ii = 1:numLens numSets = SampleLen(ii) / SampleLen(1); %number of arrays to average to get right number of data points temp = TO(:,:,1:numSets); S(ii).TaskOut(:,:, zz) = mean(temp, 3); % mean of consecutive sets (each of SampleLen (1) Table S1a . Task level exposure variables for all simulation strategies and the parent data set (column 'Target') in, a) top work, b) pit wall construction, c) manual excavation. All cells but 'Target' show the mean value with 5 th -95 th percentile values of the simulated distributions located in square parentheses below. For explanation of exposure variables see Table 2 Supplementary material online for the paper:
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Mathiassen SE, Jackson JA, Punnett L. Statistical performance of observational work sampling for assessment of categorical exposure variables: a simulation approach illustrated by PATH data. Figure S1 . Effect of sample size on compositional coverage probabilities for task-level mean exposure of: a) top work; b) pit wall construction; c) manual excavation. Curves show proportions of the 5000 simulated data sets at each sample size that included values within 10% from the true target in at least 1, at least 2, at least 3 or all 4 categories (neutral, mild, severe, twisted) as indicated by the legend in the upper right corner of each panel. Supplementary material online for the paper: Mathiassen SE, Jackson JA, Punnett L. Statistical performance of observational work sampling for assessment of categorical exposure variables -a simulation approach illustrated by PATH data.
